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There is a wide array of shirts to choose from for men. And we are not only talking about the color
and fabric, but also about the different styles. If you want to complement your body and look, you
can go for cord shirts, slim fit shirts, and other London shirts. There are many choices for you, and it
definitely will not make you vain. Wanting to dress well and dress right is not vanity. It's respecting
and celebrating who you are as a person. And choosing the right shirt for that is very important
when it comes to that. And when in London you do not have to look very far as there are various
London shirts like the dress shirts Jermyn Street, cord shirt, slim fit shirts, single cuff shirts, double
cuff shirts, etc.

If you have broad shoulders you can go for a slim fit shirt. It will accentuate your physique. Cord
shirts are the heavier shirts and make excellent shirts for cooler weather. There are a couple of
things you can do to look good in cord shirts like teaming them with the right pair of trousers,
jackets, etc. Dress shirts are also a must in every man's wardrobe because you can't lead a social
life and not attend formal events and parties. At one time or another you will have to attend an event
that calls for grand dressing and dress shirts come in handy in those occasions. Depending on your
preference and style you can also go for single cuff shirts or double cuff.

As you can see there is no limit to what you can do with the right shirts in your wardrobe. And with
the right mix and match you can always bring variety to your dressing and wardrobe. To dress smart
doesn't not mean it will always have to be expensive. By having a couple of good shirts and a knack
for mix and match, you can always flaunt a great style.
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Dylan Jones - About Author:
Emmett London offers  dress shirts jermyn street, jermyn st shirts, jermyn street shops, mens shirts
london, slim fit shirts, single cuff shirts, jermyn street stores, a brushed cotton shirt, single cuff,
double cuff, london jermyn street, a best jermyn street shirts, cord shirts, shirts london, london
shirts, a casual shirts measurement etc. These are made to traditional English standards of quality
from fine and unusual fabrics.
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